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Gold and hypervalent iodine(III): liaisons over a
decade for electrophilic functional group
transfer reactions

Somsuvra Banerjee, ab Vivek W. Bhoyarec and Nitin T. Patil *c

Over the last two decades, hypervalent iodine(III) reagents have evolved from being ‘bonding curiosities’

to mainstream reagents in organic synthesis, in particular, electrophilic functional group transfer

reactions. In this context, gold catalysts have not only emerged as a unique toolbox to facilitate such

reactions (especially alkynylations) but also opened new possibilities with their different modes of

reactivities for other functional group transfer reactions (acetoxylations and arylations). This feature

article critically summarizes hitherto all such Au-catalyzed electrophilic functional group transfer

reactions with hypervalent iodine(III) reagents, emphasizing their mechanistic aspects.

1. Introduction

Hypervalent iodine compounds,1 such as l3-iodanes and
l5-iodanes, have always fascinated chemists because their
‘unique reactivities’ share strong ties with their ‘unique bonding
characteristics’. In particular, the molecular orbitals in l3-iodanes
(1) are delocalized over three centres in the linear X–I–Y bond and
occupied by two electrons from the (axial) 5p orbital of iodine and
one electron each from apical ligand X and Y (Scheme 1a). The
presence of such a weak, highly polarized, and three-center-four-
electron (3c-4e) ‘hypervalent’2 bond (X–I–Y) in l3-iodanes (1)
successfully validates their special structural features and highly
electrophilic reactivity pattern, especially electrophilic functional
group transfer reactions.3 In this regard, the pioneering work by
Beringer and co-workers has paved the way for the development
of diaryliodonium salts (2a) and alkynyliodonium salts (2b), both
acyclic l3-iodanes, as electrophilic aryl- and acetylene synthons,
repectively.4 This was an important milestone because iodonium
salts (2) were able to deliver alkyne or aryl moieties ‘directly’ in an
umpolung fashion and thus tremendously expand the scope of
acetylene or aryl transfer reactions beyond the corresponding
well-established nucleophilic versions.5 Later on, more methods
such as alkenylations, alkylations and halogenations emulated
the electrophilic functionalization strategy.6 However, research
in this area witnessed a decline after 1995 probably because
the high reactivity of acylic l3-iodanes was accompanied by

instability (except for diaryliodonium salts 2a) in the presence
of strong bases or transition metals or during heating, which
essentially limited their further applications.7a Therefore, striking a
proper balance between reactivity and stability was necessary for
future advancements in the field of electrophilic functional group
transfer reactions.

With the inception of ethynylbenziodoxol(on)es (EBXs,
3a–c)6a,7 in 1991, by the group of Ochiai and Shiro,8 the stability
issue was mitigated9 by bridging the apical and the equatorial
positions in a 5-membered heterocycle which introduces rigidity
into the backbone (Scheme 1b). In cases where Z = CO, the
stability was even more pronounced because of the ‘extended’
conjugative overlap between the lone pairs of electrons on the

Scheme 1 (a) Structure and bondings in l3-iodanes and l3-iodonium
salts, (b) benziodoxol(on)e (BX) analogues, and (c) C3-alkynylation of indoles:
the first Au-catalyzed electrophilic functional group transfer reaction.
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iodine atom and the p-orbitals of the aromatic nucleus.8 Later in
1996, the Zhdankin group developed a robust scheme for the
synthesis of EBXs.10 Along this line, the greater stability of
benziodoxol(on)es (BXs) enabled the preparation and isolation
of otherwise unstable iodine(III) derivatives with I-CN, I-OOR,
I-N3, etc., all of which found practical application as the reagents
for oxidative functionalization of organic molecules.1e–i,3 However,
the first significant development, regarding the application of
benziodoxol(on)e (BX)-based hypervalent iodine(III) reagents in
mainstream organic synthesis, was the use of benziodoxol(on)e-
derived reagents 3d and 3e for electrophilic trifluoromethylation,
by Togni and co-workers in 2006, which became an indispensible
method to introduce the –CF3 functionality in the molecule.11

Next, in 2009, the Waser group successfully carried out the
challenging alkynylations of indoles (4) with 3a in excellent
yields (up to 93%) and thus practically rejuvenated the field of
electrophilic alkynylation (Scheme 1c).12,13 Usually, in such
oxidative transfer reactions from hypervalent iodine(III) species,
palladium and copper are the metals of choice because their
well-established two-electron redox transformations enable
swift oxidative addition of I(III)–X or I(III)–Y bonds to the low-
valent metal centre.5b,11,14 Copper can also initiate SET-induced
radical fragmentation to formally transfer X(+) or Y(+).6b,11 In
contrast, the key to success for these high-yield alkynylations
with EBXs was the application of homogeneous Au-catalysis15

that exploited the nature of Au-catalysts (AuCl in this case) as
tunable soft p-acids to activate the alkynyl unit installed in EBXs
towards intermolecular attack by nucleophiles. In Waser’s own
words, ‘‘AuCl was uniquely able to activate TIPS-EBX for the
C3-alkynylation of indole’’.7b

There is indeed a reasonable explanation as to why the
application of such cyclic l3-alkynyliodanes such as EBXs in
electrophilic alkynylation took close to two decades to realize
although their synthesis was already described in 1991. This is
because the superiority of Au(I)-catalysts in carbophilic activation
over other late transition metals (Cu, Ag, Pd) was understood only
around the beginning of the 21st century.16 By the year 2009,
exploration of gold’s excellent capability for p-activation had
gained pace.16 Conversely, the C–H alkynylation of electron-rich
heteroaromatics, which was going to be the first-ever synthetic
application of EBXs, returned disappointing results for the Waser
group with Pd- and Cu-catalysis (Scheme 1c).12,17 It was at this
crucial juncture that the AuCl catalyst was successfully evaluated for
the same, which marked the beginning of a new chapter in
electrophilic functional group transfer reactions with hypervalent
iodine(III) reagents, building upon the liaison between Au-catalysts
and EBXs. In the following years, the Waser group was able to extend
the scope of electrophilic C–H alkynylation to a range of other
electron-rich heterocycles, such as pyrroles,12,13 thiophenes,18

anilines,19 furans20 and benzofurans21 and thus established EBXs as
‘general’ electrophilic acetylene synthons. Since our group had been
exclusively committed towards developing novel synthetic methodol-
ogies powered by Au-catalysis,22 we were able to contribute signifi-
cantly to this field of Au-catalyzed alkynylations with EBXs.

As part of our continuous involvement with Au-catalysis,
herein, we would like to present an overview of the fascinating,

decade-long journey of Au-catalysts and hypervalent iodine(III)
reagents. Building on a mechanistic perspective, the review intends
to demonstrate how the uniqueness of Au-catalysts has made
possible a myriad of electrophilic functional group transfer reactions
such as alkynylations, arylations and acetoxylations with the use of
hypervalent iodine(III) reagents over the last decade.

2. Gold-catalyzed alkynylations with
hypervalent iodine(III) reagents

The current prominence of Au-catalysis in the field of hypervalent
iodine(III) chemistry is majorly caused by the excellent liaison
between Au and EBXs. To better understand this liaison, it is
important to put a mechanistic perspective first, which governs
such alkynylation reactions. In addition to their p-activation
capability, Au-catalysts can also be ‘forced’ to switch between
the +1 and +3 oxidation states under homogeneous catalysis
conditions, thereby accessing a Au(I)/Au(III) catalytic cycle which
delivers cross-coupled23 products.22a,24 So far as the mechanism
of Au-catalyzed alkynylations with EBXs is concerned, different
scenarios have been discussed and a mechanistic ambiguity
persisted for quite some time.13 To illustrate this, let’s consider
the case of Au-catalyzed C3-alkynylation of indoles (Scheme 2). The
prevailing notion was that p-activation of the alkyne embedded in
EBXs 3a triggers the addition of electron-rich (hetero)aromatic
nucleus indole (Friedel–Crafts-type reaction) and leads to the
formation of vinylgold(I) complexes (7) which, after a Fritsch–
Buttenberg–Wiechell-type rearrangement (an a-elimination/1,2-
shift sequence), produces the triple bond and the desired
alkynylated product 5 (Scheme 2, cycle 1). However, researchers
encountered some technical difficulties in garnering conclusive
proof in favour of the p-activation mode. For instance, 1,2-silyl
shift, which could have been one such conclusive proof, was
rejected by 13C-labeling studies, whereas an alternative possibility
of 1,2-indole shift could not be probed (Scheme 2b).12 Further,
ligated Au(I)(+) complexes were not effective for such C–H alkyny-
lations due to strong poisoning by coordination to the benzoate
group of the iodine(III) reagent.25 This left AuCl to be the sole
optimum catalyst for alkynylations, which posed additional
hurdles13 towards resolving the ambiguity.

A modified version of the p-activation mode was introduced
by Ariafard’s group who employed DFT studies to suggest that the
iodine(III) center in EBXs acts as a Lewis acid for activating the
alkyne, even more efficiently than the Au(I)-center25 (Scheme 2,
cycle 2). The catalytic reaction starts with the coordination of the
alkyne moiety of the iodine(III) reagent to the AuCl catalyst to
generate 6, followed by transfer of the alkynyl group from I(III) to
Au(I) to access a less stable I(III)-activated alkyne species, 9, which
remains in equilibrium with 6. Thereafter, the nucleophilic attack
of indole on the I(III)-activated alkyne 9 gives a vinylgold(I) complex,
10, which is the rate-determining step as per the calculations.
Complex 10 then undergoes b-elimination to give the desired
product 5, regenerating AuCl.

Among these mechanistic conundrums, two other modes of
activation regarding Au-catalyzed cyclizations with EBXs were
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also speculated.13 In the Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis mode, the Au(I)
species is oxidized to form a Au(III)-complex, 11, followed by
indole metalation and reductive elimination to furnish the
desired alkynylated product (Scheme 2, cycle 3). In the Lewis
acid activation/SET mode, AuCl acts as a Lewis acid and
increases the electrophilicity of the iodine atom (Scheme 2,
cycle 4). The activated hypervalent iodine 13 forms a charge
transfer complex, 14, with the electron-rich indole. Thereafter,
the SET process takes over and subsequently produces the
desired alkynylated product 5. Though the Lewis acid activa-
tion/SET mode (Scheme 2, cycle 4) was dismissed at the earliest
by the Waser group by a series of control experiments,13 the
distinction between the p-activation mode (cycle 1 or 2) and the
Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis mode (cycle 3) for Au-catalyzed alkynylations
became arduous. In this context, based on the computational study
by the Ariafard group26 on the Au-catalyzed domino cyclization/
alkynylation approach20 to 3-alkynyl furans from keto-allenes,
two very important rationales can be given regarding the general
mechanism of alkynylation:

(A) If the yields of the reaction concerned are below par with
‘naked’ Au(I)- or Au(III)-catalysts (typical p-activation), it is likely
that the reaction ‘demands’ a Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis mode. To
serve this purpose, a Au(III)-stabilizing ligand in the reaction

(e.g. N- and O-coordination of picolinic acid in this case) needs
to be introduced, which has been observed to improve the
yields substantially.

(B) In such cases, another mode of reactivity is also feasible
which involves the interplay of both the reactivities (i.e., both
p-activation and Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis: the ‘interplay’ mode).

Both rationales A and B were later substantiated with
experimental evidence by the groups of Hashmi27 and Patil28 in
their direct alkynylation of cyclopropenes and 1,2-oxyalkynylation
of N-allenamides, respectively. Therefore, the Au-catalyzed
alkynylations with EBXs discussed herein are categorized into
three broad classes based on the activation mode of Au-catalysts.

1. Alkynylations via the p-activation mode in which Au(I)-
catalysts activate the alkyne system of EBXs or that of the partner
nucleophile.

2. Alkynylations via the Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis mode where
EBX oxidizes Au(I) to Au(III) in situ and the final alkynylated
product results from a reductive elimination from the alkynylgold(III)
intermediate.

3. Alkynylations via the ‘interplay’ mode wherein Au-catalysts
activate the p-system embedded in the partner nucleophile and
are also oxidized to Au(III) by EBXs (not necessarily in that
order). Further, the final alkynylated product results from a
reductive elimination from the alkynylgold(III) intermediate.

The reports are segregated according to the mechanism
proposed originally by the authors unless new mechanistic
insights came to the fore. Furthermore, if we have assigned
the report to a particular category according to the original
mechanism but sincerely believed that the actual mechanism
might differ based on our rationale A, we have included our
perspective there. On grounds of the same rationale A, in case
of unresolved mechanistic ambiguities mentioned in the article
concerned between a p-activation mode and a Au(I)/Au(III)
catalysis mode, it is categorized as a p-activation mode.

2.1 Alkynylations via the p-activation mode

Theoretical studies by the Ariafard group25 currently suggest
that the C3-alkynylation of indoles (4) leading to 5 follows
cycle 2 (Scheme 2), which, a priori, also corroborates with our
rationale A that no Au(III)-stabilizing factor (ligand coordination
in TS) is required in the reaction to increase the yield to the
desired level. Hence, C3-alkynylation of indoles is categorized
as ‘alkynylations via the p-activation mode’. In fact, all the
Au-catalyzed alkynylations with EBXs following the p-activation
mode should, in principle, follow cycle 2, Scheme 2. However,
while describing this section, we have considered the mechanisms
originally proposed by the authors.

Further, there were subsequent improvements and modifi-
cations being reported for the construction of C3-alkynylated
indoles (5). First, the original Au-catalyzed, direct C–H alkynylation
of indoles was made more efficient by the Bolm group by
conducting the reaction under mechanochemical conditions
(Scheme 3a).29 In comparison to Waser’s method, Bolm’s ball
milling method at 30 Hz sports a solvent-free approach, a lower
AuCl-loading (2 mol% vs. 5 mol%) and a shorter reaction
(milling) time (1.5 h vs. 12 h), although the yields of alkynylated

Scheme 2 (a) Different mechanistic possibilities depicted for C3-alkynylation
of indoles; and (b) 13C labelling studies to probe any 1,2-silyl shift.
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products were moderate (up to 82%). Later on, the Waser group
combined the Au(III)-catalyzed cyclization of 2-alkynylanilines
(16) with the Au(I)-catalyzed C3-selective direct alkynylation of
indoles (4) using EBXs (3a) in a one-pot sequential fashion to
give straightforward access to 2-substituted-3-alkynylindoles (5)
(up to 96% yields, Scheme 3b).30 This remains to be the first
example of a one-pot process combining a Au(III)-catalyst and a
Au(I)-catalyst. Of note, AuCl was unable to catalyze step 1 of the
sequential process due to the ‘stochastical’ degradation of AuCl
under these conditions and NaAuCl4 was observed to fail the
alkynylation step.

After the maiden success of the Au-catalyzed C–H alkynylation
of electron-rich heteroarene indoles (Scheme 2),12,13 the Waser
group further extended the scope of direct alkynylation reaction
to other heteroarenes like pyrroles,12,13 thiophenes18 and benzo-
furans21 (19a–19d, Scheme 4). While the same reaction conditions
leave unsatisfactory outcomes in the case of less electron-rich
heteroarenes such as benzofurans and thiophenes, the activation
of EBXs (3a) with either TFA or Zn(OTf)2 (1 : 1 ratio with respect to
EBXs) proved to be a highly successful strategy. The role of such
Lewis acid/Brønsted acid is supposedly to activate the EBXs by
complexing with the carboxylate group of the hypervalent
iodine(III) reagent, enhancing their electrophilic reactivity for
efficient acetylene transfer. Along this line, further modulation
of the reactivity of EBXs via trans-influence31 of ligands in the
hypervalent X–I–Y bond and substituent effects on the aromatic
ring were also studied by the Waser group.13 In the same report,
the low-yield issue in the case of alkynylation of pyrroles (18a)
was also addressed by using stoichiometric amounts of pyridine
as an additive. The pyridine was able to suppress the competitive
degradation of pyrroles by removing adventitious HCl generated
from AuCl during the reaction. However, use of excess EBX led to
dialkynylation of pyrroles.

For all the heteroarenes, the regioselectivity of the alkynylation
reaction happens to be in exclusive agreement with electrophilic
aromatic substitution (SEAr); that is, it is reliant on the relative
electron richness of the respective sites. The regioselectivity can
also be predicted by considering the thermodynamic stability of
the intermediates obtained by the Friedel–Crafts addition of
heteroarenes onto intermediate 9 (Scheme 3a). In case the site
concerned is occupied, the alkynylation would proceed to the
next available site. For instance, the formation of C2-alkynylated
products (50) were observed exclusively for C3-substituted indoles
(Scheme 3a), whereas for pyrroles the regioselectivity was
sensitive to the steric bulk on the nitrogen atom12 (Scheme 4,
table). Therefore, by applying easily removable protecting
groups such as TIPS, the regioselectivity could be easily con-
trolled. The robustness of the C–H alkynylation was further
demonstrated in the direct alkynylation of tryptophan in peptides
(19d, up to 78% yields, Scheme 4),32 which is indeed highly useful
for bio-conjugating tryptophan under mild conditions without
the installation of non-natural amino acids. Of note, the mechanism
for obtaining alkynylated products 19a–19d follows cycle 1,
Scheme 2, as originally proposed by the authors.

It was quite obvious from alkynylation of heteroarenes that
the electronic effects play a major role in determining site
selectivity. In particular, the directing effect of the heteroatom
functional group (e.g. ‘NR’) is the most effective amongst all,
functioning as an embedded enamine-type system. Along this
line, the Patil33 group and the Li group,34 in 2016, independently
reported a Au-catalyzed site-selective C4-alkynylation of isoquino-
lones/2-pyridones (20), respectively, giving 21 (up to 92% yields,
Scheme 5). As usual, the intrinsic electronic bias of the iso-
quinolones/2-pyridone rings allowed the alkynylation at the most
electron-rich C4 site. A theoretical investigation on the operating
mechanism in this reaction by the Yu and Liu group35 reinforced

Scheme 3 (a) Comparison of Waser’s and Bolm’s methods for C3-alkynylation
of indoles; and (b) one-pot sequential route to 2-substituted-3-alkynylindoles
from unprotected ortho-alkynylanilines.

Scheme 4 Alkynylation of electron-rich heterocycles: pyrroles, thio-
phenes, benzofurans and tryptophan.
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Ariafard’s proposal25 that the iodine(III) centre, instead of the
Au(I)-centre, acts as a strong Lewis acid to activate the alkyne
moiety efficiently (cf. 11). In addition, they reasoned that the
C4-alkynylation product is preferred over the C8-alkynylation
product for isoquinolone systems mainly because of the higher
steric effects in 230 (TS) compared with that in 23 (TS). Of note,
the reactions in Scheme 5 were originally a part of catalyst-
controlled regiodivergent alkynylation programs featuring Au(I)-
and Rh(III)-catalysts. It is the coordination with the amide carbonyl
group that directs Rh(III)-catalysts to effect C–H activation at a
different site.

Alkynylation promoted by pre-formed acyclic enamine systems
was first evaluated by the Patil group where tandem alkynylation of
ortho-hydroxyarylenaminones (24) followed by intramolecular
cyclization was performed to generate a diverse array of 3-alkynyl-
chromones (25, up to 96% yields, Scheme 6).36 Control experi-
ments suggested that enaminone 24 would undergo alkynylation
first to produce intermediate 27 (via 26) which after intramolecular

cyclization would afford intermediate 28. Finally, the sponta-
neous loss of N,N-dimethylamine would occur to generate
3-alkynylchromones 25.

Exercising cooperation between amine catalysis and Au-catalyzed
alkynylation via EBXs, the Huang group disclosed the first direct
a-vinylidenation of aliphatic aldehydes 29 (Scheme 7a).37 The
authors reasoned that the addition of enamine 33 to the
Au-activated p-system in EBXs (3a) would be followed by an
a-elimination/1,2-shift to lead to 34 which, after tautomerization,
gives the key ynenamine intermediate 35. Intermediate 35 would
be further hydrolyzed by g-protonation to yield a-allenyl aldehydes
(30). The competing a-protonation, which leads to a-alkynyl
aldehydes (31), was assumed to be less favoured by the authors.
Unfortunately, the selectivity of the reaction towards a/g-pro-
tonation was not satisfactory enough and the two constitutional
isomers 30 and 31 were observed to be inseparable (combined
yields up to 88%). The methodology can be further extended to
affect a relay38 a-vinylidenation/g-alkynylation of aldehydes 29
with excess equivalents of EBXs through a subsequent second
electrophilic alkynylation of the ynenamine intermediate 35
preferably at the g-carbon atom (Scheme 7b). The obtained
g-alkynyl allenyl aldehydes (37, up to 79% yields) were rather
unstable and were smoothly converted into 2-alkynyl-3-silyl-
furans (38, up to 93% yields) using AuCl3, thus rendering a
highly efficient two-step synthesis of trisubstituted furans 38
from aldehydes 29. Further, an attempt towards developing
the enantioselective version of the one-pot a-vinylidenation/
g-alkynylation cascade with a chiral primary amine, 36, led to
17% ee of the resulting allene 37.

Scheme 5 Alkynylation of isoquinolones and 2-pyridones at the C4 site.

Scheme 6 Alkynylation/cyclization cascade of ortho-hydroxyarylenaminones
to 3-alkynylchromones.

Scheme 7 (a) a-Vinylidenation of aliphatic aldehydes using a Au/pyrrolidine
catalyst system; and (b) one-pot relay of a-vinylidenation/g-alkynylation of
aliphatic aldehydes.
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An interesting extension to the Huang group’s a-vinylidenation
can be seen in their later work where ynenamine 35, generated
in situ from the a-allenyl aldehyde 30 and the secondary amine
pyrrolidine, can undergo a subsequent in situ oxidative cleavage of
the C–C bond with aerobic molecular oxygen to furnish ynones 39
(up to 75% yields, Scheme 8).39 This became the first direct
synthesis of various ynones 39 from readily available aldehydes
29. The isolation of the byproduct pyrrolidine-1-carbaldehyde 42 in
good yield supports the assumption that the aerobic oxidation
of 35 occurs through the 1,2-dioxetane intermediate 41. Further,
since this oxidative cleavage step demands the presence of a
Au-catalyst and adopts a free radical pathway as evidenced by
control experiments, it is surmised that Au(III) activates mole-
cular oxygen and facilitates single electron transfer from the
electron-rich ynenamine 35 to O2 (cf. 40).

Similar to the formation of ynenamine 35 from aliphatic
aldehydes 29 by the action of a Au/secondary amine catalyst
system, Huang’s group in 2018 isolated ynedienamines 44 from
ynones 43 in a near-quantitative yield (Scheme 9).40 Products 44

were subsequently involved in an asymmetrical fluorination
by Selectfluor/chiral phosphoric acid (48), yielding enantio-
enriched ynones 47 in high yields (up to 93%), boasting an
a-quaternary carbon which contains a fluorine atom. To this
end, the current methodology became the first streamlined
synthetic protocol for asymmetric a-difunctionalization of
ynones. Herein, the secondary amine was a recyclable chiral
amine auxiliary, 45, which, in combination with 48, eventually
increased the enantioselectivity of the fluorination step.

The reaction conditions for C–H alkynylation of hetero-
arenes were also well tolerated for electron rich arenes like
anilines (49) and 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene to obtain 50 (up to
85% yields) and 51 (50%), respectively (Scheme 10).19 The
reaction was observed to be para-selective, which is complementary
to the existing directing group-assisted transition metal-catalyzed
ortho-alkynylation41 of anilines 49 and the mechanism is similar to
cycle 1 of Scheme 2, as originally proposed by the authors. With
para-substituted 4-methyl-N,N-dimethyl aniline (49a), C(sp3)-H alky-
nylated products (52) were obtained as the major product (22%) due
to the relatively high oxidation capability of 3a with traces of ortho-
alkynylated products (53).

Azulenes (54), whose special [7+5] membered aromatic ring
system contributes to the dipolar nature of the molecule with a
high dipole moment (1.08 D) and hence increased reactivity,
were efficiently alkynylated at the C3 site to obtain 55 (up to
79% yields) by the Novák group using Au-catalyzed alkynylation
with EBXs (Scheme 11).42 However, in cases where R2 = H,

Scheme 8 Direct access to ynones from aldehydes via oxidative C–C
bond cleavage of intermediate ynenamine under aerobic conditions.

Scheme 9 Synthetic protocol for asymmetric a-difunctionalization of
ynones.

Scheme 10 para-Selective direct alkynylation of anilines.

Scheme 11 Direct alkynylation of azulenes.
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a mixture of the corresponding mono- and dialkynylated products is
formed (cf. 55a:55a0 and 55b:55b0). The authors originally proposed
the mechanism to be similar to cycle 1 of Scheme 2.

A Au(III)-catalyzed dehydrazinative C(sp)–S coupling reaction
between 3a and arylsulfonyl hydrazides (56) was developed by
the Patil group for the synthesis of a variety of alkynyl aryl
sulfones (57, up to 86% yields, Scheme 12).43 The current reaction
describes a unique way for the use of sulfonyl hydrazides as sulfur
nucleophiles in Au-catalyzed reactions. Interestingly, the perfor-
mance of Au(III)-catalysts in the current alkynylation reaction is
better than that of Au(I), which is generally uncharacteristic of
such alkynylations.

Unlike the previous cases which involve the activation of
only 3a, Patil’s report on the Au-catalyzed aminoalkynylation of
alkynes leading to the formation of quinalizinones 60 (up to
87% yields) from pyridinoalkynes 59 involves the activation of
both 3a and its coupling partner 59 (Scheme 13a).44 The
vinylgold(I) complex 63 results from an intramolecular addition
of a tethered nucleophile to the Au-activated p-system incorporated
into 59. Thereafter, a direct nucleophilic attack of such organogold(I)
intermediates 63 onto EBXs can also lead to the desired alkynylated
products.

During control experiments, when 6-aryl-2-pyridone 64, obtained
from 59a with conditions A, was subjected to the standard reaction
conditions, the substrate underwent a ‘direct’ C3-alkynylation (65,
Scheme 13b), analogous to the alkynylation previously developed by
Patil33 and Li.34 This implies that a complementary reactivity can be
developed out of these pyridinoalkynes (e.g., 59a), wherein the
current domino cyclization/alkynylation approach (conditions B)
would lead to C8-alkynylated product 60a (87% yield) and per-
forming the same in a sequential manner (conditions A and then
conditions B) would lead to a C3-alkynylated product, 65 (56%
yield over two steps). Of note, this report constitutes the standalone
example of Au-catalyzed aminoalkynylation of alkynes.

2.2 Alkynylations via the Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis mode

Gold-catalyzed C–C cross-coupling reactions using hypervalent
iodine(III) reagents as sacrificial oxidants have been existing
for quite some time.45 But developing Au-catalyzed, sacrificial
oxidant-free C–C cross-coupling reactions24i requires a single
entity OxC (67) that could serve a dual role as an oxidant and
a coupling partner (Scheme 14a). EBXs (3a–c), by design, can

function as OxC (67) by giving researchers the opportunity to
oxidize Au(I) (cf. 66) to Au(III) (cf. 68) in situ as well as the
concomitant transfer of an alkynyl group. This premise of EBXs
(3a) serving the dual role of an oxidant and an alkyne surrogate
greatly assisted the development of Au-catalyzed, alkynylative
C–C cross-coupling reactions and is discussed in this section.

In continuation of the regiodivergent alkynylations as mentioned
in the discussion pertaining to Scheme 5, the Xia group reported

Scheme 12 Dehydrazinative C(sp)–S cross-coupling reactions of arylsul-
fonyl hydrazides.

Scheme 13 (a) Aminoalkynylation of alkynes to access alkynylated qui-
nalizinones; and (b) C3-alkynylation vs. C8-alkynylation: complementary
reactivity of pyridinoalkynes.

Scheme 14 (a) New coupling partner
’

‘Oxc’ for executing Au-catalyzed,
redox-neutral C–C cross-coupling; and (b) alkynylation of N-alkyl pyr-
azolone at the C4-site.
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a Au(I)-catalyzed alkynylation of 2-aryl-3-pyrazolones (70) at the
most electron-rich C4 site to give 71 (up to 82% yields,
Scheme 14).46 On the basis of the H/D exchange at the C4
position of the pyrazolone (70), the authors proposed an alkynyl-
ative cross-coupling pathway involving a Au(I)/Au(III) catalytic
cycle where the oxidative addition of Au(I) with 3a leads to the
formation of an alkynylgold(III) intermediate (11), which after an
heteroarene metalation (cf. 72) and reductive elimination
affords the final product 71 and regenerates the Au(I)-catalyst.
However, the evidence in favour of the Au(I)/Au(III) catalytic cycle is
apparently not concrete. As we shall see later in this Section (2.2)
and Section 2.3, such a Au(I)/Au(III) catalytic cycle warrants the use
of a weaker bidentate p-acceptor ligand like phen (76) as a Au(III)-
stabilizing agent, which plays an important role in promoting the
oxidation of the Au(I)-complex by EBXs and facilitates a rapid
reductive elimination from the Au(III)-complex. Nevertheless, the
role of pyridine acting as a ligand in facilitating oxidative addition to
such a Au(I) complex cannot be neglected.27b

In 2017, Au-catalyzed C(sp)–C(sp) cross-coupling of terminal
alkynes 73 with alkynyl hypervalent iodine(III) reagents 3 to
furnish unsymmetrical 1,3-butadiynes 75 was independently
developed by Liu and Patil with up to 98% and 86% yields,
respectively (Scheme 15).47 The initial sacrificial oxidant-
empowered, Au-catalyzed version of C(sp)–C(sp) cross-coupling
of two terminal alkynes developed by the Shi group48 overcame
the selectivity issues posed by conventional Pd-/Cu-/Ni-catalyzed
cross-couplings (Glaser–Hay49 coupling and Cadiot–Chodkie-
wicz50 coupling) via the ability of Au(I) to promote the preferential
formation of arylgold acetylide (77) over alkylgold acetylide (78)
for electronically-biased terminal alkynes (up to 93% yields of 75,
Scheme 15a). The current report is a reasonable modification to
Shi’s work where the use of EBXs, which can act as oxidants as
well as alkyne transfer agents, not only eliminated the need for an
external oxidant (e.g. PhI(OAc)2) but also helped the preferential
formation of one metal acetylide exclusively over the other with-
out the need for electronic bias among the alkynes concerned. If
we draw a comparison between the two sets of reaction condi-
tions set by the respective groups, the principal shortcoming in
Liu’s reaction conditions, would be the use of a Ag(I)(+) additive
and sub-stoichiometric amounts of ligand 76 (0.5 equiv.) to
achieve the desired yield and heteroselectivity of the reaction,
which is not the case with Patil’s reaction conditions (no Ag(I)(+),
0.15 equiv. of 76). Conversely, the substrate scope in Liu’s
work, as compared to that in Patil’s, accommodates alkyl-
EBXs (3b, R = alkyl) and aryl-EBXs (3b, R = aryl) as coupling
partners and thus truly delivers on the promise of affording
unsymmetrical 1,3-butadiynes (75) having alkynes with even
similar structures or electronic properties in high yields.

The reaction may follow two different pathways (cycle 1 or 2)
to form common intermediate 81 based on the sequence of
oxidation and transmetalation. A direct oxidation of 79 to 80,
followed by coordination with the terminal alkyne, leads to the
dialkynylgold(III) species 81 (cycle 1). Alternatively, the oxidation
could occur preferentially on phen-ligated Au(I)-acetylide 82
generated in situ, thus forming the common intermediate 81
(cycle 2). Once formed, the Au(III)-species 81 undergoes reductive

elimination to give the desired cross-coupled product 75 with the
regeneration of the active catalyst 79. In a control experiment, the
reaction involving a stoichiometric amount of the ligand-free
polymeric Au-acetylide (83), which was supposed to generate 82
in situ under the standard reaction conditions, demonstrated
commendable heteroselectivity (Scheme 15c). Apparently, it is
suggested that the intermediacy of a phen-ligated acetylide (82) is
highly likely and even the mechanistic pathway depicted in cycle
2 might be a favoured pathway over that of cycle 1.

However, new mechanistic insights from Hashmi’s group27b

provided strong experimental evidence in favour of oxidative
addition of 3 to the tri-coordinate Au(I)-species 79 to generate
80, which essentially supports cycle 1.

The Hashmi group in 2019 reported the direct alkynylation of
cyclopropenes 84 via Au/Ag cooperative-catalysis,38 affording alkynyl-
substituted cyclopropenes (85, up to 92% yields, Scheme 16).27a

The involvement of (phen)Au(I)(+) (86) as the catalytically active

Scheme 15 Au-Catalyzed C(sp)–C(sp) cross-coupling reactions: (a) Shi’s
method; (b) Liu and Patil’s method; and (c) control experiments with
ligand-free polymeric Au(I)-acetylide by Liu and Patil.
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species for all alkynylative cross-couplings with EBXs was widely
speculated before. Using 94 as a pre-catalyst for 86, when the
corresponding reaction rate was compared to that of other
precatalysts (PPh3AuNTf2 and AuCl), it revealed a higher initial
reaction rate in case of 94 which further confirmed the role of 86
as the active catalyst for the reaction. It is formed as a result of
ligand exchange (between PPh3AuNTf2 and 76) at the beginning
of the alkynylation reaction, which typically takes 20 minutes as
per the observation of induction time for the alkynylation
reaction. This ligand exchange process is notably similar to
Liu and Patil’s case as discussed in Scheme 15. Further, the
essential role of Ag(I)(+) is manifested in the C–H metalation of
the cyclopropenes 84 rather than being a halogen scavenger as
judged by H/D exchange experiments with 84. The available
mechanistic data indicate an oxidative catalytic cycle involving
an alkynylgold(III) complex, 88, formed by the oxidative addition
of the hypervalent iodine(III) reagent 3b to (phen)Au(I)(+) (86). In
fact, the putative alkynylgold(III) intermediate 88 was stoichio-
metrically generated in situ (cf. 88a), characterized and engaged
in a successful alkynylation of cyclopropene 84a, which further
validated its intermediacy (Scheme 16b). After the formation
of 88 in the mechanistic cycle, the alkoxy anion was then
transferred from Au(III) to Ag(I) (cf. 92), followed by C–H metalation
to afford the cyclopropenylsilver 93. Next, a transmetalation
occurred between Ag(I) species 93 and Au(III)-species 89 to obtain
another Au(III)-species, 90, followed by reductive elimination to
form the alkynylated cyclopropene 85 with the regeneration of
(phen)AuL 86. Recent mechanistic studies by the same group
depicted a clearer picture of the formation of 88 which now
consists of two steps of oxidative additions and one step of
reductive elimination (Scheme 16c).27b The true identity of 86 is
also revealed as (phen)Ph3PAuNTf2 (96), wherein the two Au–N
bonds are unsymmetric. The first oxidative addition to the
unsymmetric tri-coordinate Au(I)-species 96 proceeds with alkynyl
hypervalent iodine 3b through a tetra-coordinate Au(I)-transition
state 97 (TS), affording 98. After that, carbon–phosphorus reductive
elimination of Au(III)-species (98) gives the trigonal Au(I)-complex
(100) along with 99, which has been observed experimentally.
Finally, the Au(III)-compound 88a forms after a second oxidative
addition of 3b to 100.

2.3 Alkynylations via ‘interplay’ mode

According to our rationale B (cf. Section 2), there exists a third
mode of reactivity of Au-catalysts in alkynylation reactions with
EBXs which involves the interplay of both the p-activation mode
and Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis mode. The first instance of this ‘inter-
play’ mode was observed in the Waser group’s report in 2013
wherein they established a domino cyclization/alkynylation
approach to C3-alkynylated furans 104 (up to 97% yields) from
allenic ketones 102 and EBXs 3b in the presence of a Au(III)-
catalyst, 105 (Scheme 17).20 This is indeed complementary to
the C2-alkynylated furans 103 (up to 90% yields), obtained via
direct C–H alkynylation of furans (101) with 3a and AuCl.
Interestingly, they noticed that AuCl did not promote the
former reaction at all, which is atypical of such alkynylation
reactions. As the reaction mechanism was not understood yet,

it was very difficult to rationalize the differences between the
two catalytic processes (C3- vs. C2-alkynylation). In the new
mechanistic insights provided by the Ariafard group,26 it was so
disclosed that the used Au(III)-catalyst 105 is a precursor of an
active Au(I)-catalyst, 107, which activates allene 102 towards
5-exo-dig cyclization. Thereafter, deprotonation gives the
organogold(I) intermediate 109 which after oxidative addition
of 3b offers 111 via transition state 110. Here, the DFT calculations
further predict that the picolinic acid ligand (106) is responsible
for stabilizing the Au(III)-centre and thus essentially lowering the
energy of the transition state 110. The resulting Au(III)-complex 111
then undergoes reductive elimination to give C3-alkynylated furans

Scheme 16 (a) Direct alkynylation of cyclopropenes via Au/Ag cooperative-
catalysis; (b) control experiment to prove (phen)Au(I)(+) as the active catalyst
and the intermediacy of Au(III); and (c) new mechanistic insights into the
formation of 88.
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104 and regenerates the active Au(I)-catalyst 107. In contrast, the
C2-alkynylation leading to 103 proceeds via the p-activation mode
only (similar to cycle 1, Scheme 2), as originally proposed by the
authors. The complementary reactivity depicted here can be
correlated with that of Scheme 13b, highlighting the unique
alliance of Au-catalysis and EBXs in electrophilic alkynylation
reactions.

Of note, control experiments regarding alternate catalyst
systems reveal that the AuCl3/106 catalyst system results in
81% yield, whereas bare AuCl3 gives less than 5% yield. This is
similar to the observation reported by Huang’s group in their a-
vinylidation (cf. Scheme 7) that the performance of AuCl3 is
significantly dependent on the presence of bidentate ligand 32
(31% vs. 91% yield). Similar is the case with AuCl (36% vs. 93%
yield). The latter outcome may be rationalized in the way that
32 serves as a Au(III)-stabilizing agent during the oxidative
addition of 3a to Au(I), lowering the energy of the key transition
state for oxidative addition.27,28 In the case of the former
outcome with AuCl3, it is highly possible that the Au(III)-complex,
which forms in situ in coordination with ligand 32, is in fact a
precursor of an active Au(I)-catalyst, in line with Ariafard’s
proposal,26 which requires the support of ligand 32 for oxidative
addition. This leaves a reasonable speculation that the a-vinylidation
of aldehydes might proceed via a Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis mode
as opposed to the p-activation mode proposed originally by
Huang’s group.

In another domino cyclization/alkynylation approach, where
such interplay of activation modes is seen would be the highly
stereoselective synthesis of (E)-alkynyloxazolines (113, up to
67% yields) by N-propargylcarboxamides 112 and benziodoxole

reagents 3b (Scheme 18).51 Mechanistically, the carbonyl oxygen
atom attacks the alkyne, which is p-coordinated to Au(I), in a
5-exo-dig fashion to form vinylgold(I) intermediate 115. Next, the
oxidative addition of intermediate 115 to 3b affords intermediate
116, which then undergoes ligand dissociation and reductive
elimination to give the final product (E)-113 with the regeneration
of the active Au(I)-catalyst. The authors suggested that the oxida-
tive addition step is facilitated because intermediate 115 is a
negatively charged ate-complex of Au(I). Further, a comparison of
the computed energies of the (Z)- and (E)-isomers of product 113
suggests kinetic control as the cause of the observed selectivity.
Additionally, the acetic acid additive accelerates the catalytic cycle
by protonating the alkoxide in complex 116, which assists the
formation of 80. Notably, there are three such Au-catalyzed
cyclization/alkynylation cascades with EBXs reported so far (cf.
Schemes 13, 17 and 18) and only Waser’s work in Scheme 17 has
received proper mechanistic investigation.

Despite their amazing forte of alkyne transfer, EBXs suffer a
drawback in terms of the reactivity portfolio since 2-iodobenzoic
acid (8) is generated as a stoichiometric byproduct. By introducing
Cu-catalyzed oxyalkynylations of diazo compounds with 3a,52 the
Waser group resolved this issue by putting 8, the nucleophilic
carboxylate part of EBXs, to appropriate use and became one of the
pioneers in developing atom-economical53 use of 3a. Along similar
lines, the Patil group recently disclosed the first Au-catalyzed
1,2-oxyalkynylation of N-allenamides (118) with appropriate
atom-economical use of 3a, offering direct access to 1,3-enynes
119 (up to 83% yields, Scheme 19).28 Mechanistically, AuCl
undergoes oxidative addition to EBXs (3a) to give the key tetra-
coordinated Au(III)-species 120, which is stabilized with phen (76)
and ion-paired with aryl carboxylate ligand 8. As an explanation
of how the reaction takes place without a Cl(�) scavenger which is
supposed to vacate a coordinating site of Au(III),22a,24l,m the
authors surmised that the labile nature of bidentate ligand phen
(76) allows the cationic Au(III) center of 120 to accommodate
N-allenamide (118) in its coordination sphere, leading to 121.

Scheme 17 p-Activation mode and interplay mode of Au-catalysis giving
rise to regioselective approaches towards C2- and C3-alkynyl furans,
respectively.

Scheme 18 Stereoselective domino cyclization/alkynylation of N-pro-
pargylcarboxamides.
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Thereafter, intermediate 121 upon reductive elimination affords
species 122 and regenerates AuCl. Species 122 further undergoes
conjugate attack by the laid-over carboxylate ligand 8 to afford the
oxyalkynylated product 119. Both intermediates 120 and 122
are evidenced by tandem mass spectrometry analysis, which
unequivocally supports a Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis mode.

Since the formation of allyl cationic Au(III)-species 121
requires the carbophilic activation of N-allenamide 118 by
species 120, this report constitutes another example of ‘inter-
play’ of activation modes for Au-catalyzed alkynylations. The
detection of species 122 attests to the fact that reductive
elimination precedes the conjugate nucleophilic attack of carboxylate
anion 8 to ultimately provide the desired product. It is also
interesting to notice that performing the title reaction without
ligand phen (76) leaves no desirable outcome which, to some extent,
resonates with the observations made by Huang37 and Hashmi.27a

3. Gold-catalyzed acetoxylations and
arylations with hypervalent iodine(III)
reagents

Direct acetoxylation of arenes with transition metal catalysis,
without employing the ‘directing group’ strategy, can become a
challenging task because of regioselectivity issues.41b Based on
the well-established fact that Au(III) can also electrophilically
metalate an aromatic C–H bond to generate arylgold(III) species,54

the Wang group was interested in investigating whether
Au-catalyzed direct C–H functionalization could become an alter-
native approach towards maintaining the regioselectivity, high
efficiency and generality of the reaction. Towards this end, the
Wang group developed a AuCl3-catalyzed direct acetoxylation of
electron-rich aromatic compounds (123) with iodobenzene
diacetate (1a) as the acetoxylation reagent to obtain 124 in high
yields (up to 82%, Scheme 20).55 In this case, the overacetoxylation
problem (leading to di- and triacetoxylation products) has been

overcome by employing an excess amount (2.5 equiv.) of aromatic
substrates. In the presence of a strong electron-withdrawing group
–CN or –CO2Me as a substituent, a slightly higher catalyst loading
(5%) was required. The reaction also demonstrated commendable
regioselectivity, which is evident from the fact that 123a (R1 = OMe)
underwent para-acetoxylation only and in the case of other sub-
stituted anisole substrates, the methoxy substituent dictates the
regioselectivity of the acetoxylation.

Mechanistically, it has been proposed that the arylgold(III)
species 126 forms after a C–H auration/deprotonation sequence
(cf. 125) from 123. Thereafter, species 126 attacks the Au-activated
iodobenzene diacetate (cf. 127) to afford the acetoxylation pro-
duct (124). Here the high catalytic efficiency of AuCl3 over other
Lewis acid or protonic acid catalysts can be explained in terms of
its dual activation mode of direct auration of 123 as well as the
activation of 1a through complexation. Kinetic isotope effect
studies show the formation of the Wheland intermediate 125 to
be the rate-limiting step. An alternative mechanistic possibility
in which an intermediate iodonium salt of the electron-rich
aromatic substrate (123) could form and undergo a subsequent
Au-mediated process leading to the final product (124) could not
be ruled out by the Wang group.

The suitability of diaryliodonium salts (2a) as aryl sources is
well-established in Pd- or Cu-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions.5b,56

In this context, the Glorius group described the first use of 2a as a
coupling partner with a Au/photocatalyst system in the inter-
molecular multicomponent oxyarylation of simple, non-activated
alkenes (128) with alcohol (129) under blue LEDs, leading to the
desired arylated ether product 130 at room temperature (up to 91%
yields, Scheme 21).57 The stability and ready accessibility of diary-
liodonium salts (2a) over aryldiazonium salts makes them viable,
alternative aryl-coupling partners in cross-coupling reactions using
photoredox strategies.58 Mechanistically, coordination of the alkene
(128) to the cationic Au(I)-catalyst, followed by intermolecular
nucleophilic attack of the alcohol (129), affords an alkylgold(I)
complex of type 131. The aryl radical generated through SET
reduction of a diaryliodonium salt (2a) by Ir(III)* adds to
complex 131 to furnish a Au(II)-species of type 132, which
is further oxidized by Ir(IV) to generate a Au(III)-complex of
type 133, with the completion of the photocatalytic cycle.

Scheme 19 1,2-Oxyalkynylation of N-allenamides.

Scheme 20 Direct acetoxylation of arenes.
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Finally, the Au(III)-complex 133 undergoes reductive elimination
to yield the product (130) with regeneration of the Au(I)-catalyst.
The use of Ir(III) as a photocatalyst over Ru(II) is preferred
because excited state Ir(III)* has a higher reduction potential
than excited state Ru(II).

A single-step chemoselective arylsulfonylation of boronic acids
(134) by potassium metabisulfite (K2S2O5, 135) and diaryliodonium
salts (2a) to access substituted diarylsulfones (136) was accom-
plished by the Tu group under (NHC)Au(I)-catalysis (137) (up to
98% yields, Scheme 22).59 Even in the case of unsymmetrical
diaryliodonium salts, the fact that a more electron-rich and
bulky sulphone (containing Ar3) is formed over the less
electron-rich and less bulky one (containing Ar2) showcases

the excellent chemoselectivity of the reaction. Mechanistically,
this is explained on the basis of the stability of the intermediate
(141) formed in situ from bulky and electron-rich aryl groups
(Ar3) over that of less bulky and electron-poor aryl groups (Ar2).
Meanwhile, sulfur dioxide, generated in situ by heating K2S2O5,
is inserted into the Au–CAr bond of intermediate 138, which has
resulted from an initial transmetalation of 137 with aryl boronic
acid (134). Consequently, sterically congested sulfonyl Au(I)-
complex 139 produces the key sulfinate intermediate 140 and
regenerates the NHC–Au(I)-species 137 under basic conditions.
The crucial sulphinate intermediate 140 can react with the more
stable, bulky and electron-rich 141 formed from diaryliodonium
salts (2a) and thus afford the diarylsulfones (136). The current
selectivity is in direct contrast to Pd-catalyzed C–CAr bond
formation reactions, in which the less bulky aryl groups are
usually transferred.60

4. Conclusions and future outlook

From just being a passing infatuation for chemists for their
unique structural characteristics to becoming well-established
reagents in mainstream synthetic chemistry ensuring delivery of
functional groups with reversed polarity, hypervalent iodine(III)
reagents have come a long way. The exceptional reactivity of
hypervalent iodine(III) reagents, in combination with the extra
stability and modularity of the cyclic system, is primarily
behind their popularity amongst the scientific community. If
we closely scrutinize the development of such functional group
transfer reactions with hypervalent iodine(III) reagents, especially
alkynylations with EBXs, we are bound to find an undeniable
correlation with the development of Au-catalysis. With their two
different modes of activation (i.e. p-activation mode or Au(I)/
Au(III) catalysis mode), which can also interplay under certain
conditions (‘interplay mode’), Au-catalysts have formed a strong
liaison with EBXs to achieve a wide array of alkynylations.
Mechanistically, it is now understood that in the presence of a
stabilizing agent in the reaction, which is often bidentate
N-coordinating ligands like phen (76) or picolinic acid (106),
the alkynylation reaction is more likely to proceed via Au(I)/Au(III)
catalysis. Despite this, in some reports where a mechanistic
ambiguity still exists as described by the authors, the intervention
of computational chemists to gain proper insights into the
mechanism is necessary. Personally, we believe that the mechanism
for gold-catalyzed alkynylations with EBXs would vary depending on
the reaction.

It is, however, true that the number of gold-catalysts that are
well-established with hypervalent iodine(III) reagents concerning
functional group transfer reactions is limited. In such cases,
tuning the reactivity of hypervalent iodine(III) reagents via mod-
ulation of the ‘ligand-sphere’ around the iodine atom can be one
of the solutions (e.g. 3a vs. 3b) which was elegantly utilized by Waser
(Scheme 17). In fact, many variants of such cyclic l3-alkynyliodanes
have been reported so far with ‘tuned’ reactivity7b,52c and are waiting
to be screened with gold-catalysts. Furthermore, enantioselective
electrophilic alkynylations with EBXs under Au-catalysis would be a

Scheme 21 Multicomponent oxyarylation of non-activated alkenes.

Scheme 22 Arylsulfonylation of boronic acids.
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much-anticipated accomplishment in the near future. In particular,
conducting the alkynylation of alkenes/allenes and the C(sp3)–H
alkynylations of unactivated systems in regio-, diastereo- and
enantioselective manners would be particularly desirable for
future applications of EBXs.61 One way to achieve this is to
incorporate a suitable combination of a Au(I)/chiral hypervalent
iodine(III)62 system in the transformation. Alternatively, since
hypervalent iodine(III) reagents can oxidize Au(I) to Au(III) in situ
and chiral Au(III)-complexes63 can effect better chiral induction
than Au(I)-complexes, the chiral Au(I)/hypervalent iodine(III)
system can also be explored along this line. On the other hand,
while the report on the progress of Au-catalyzed electrophilic
alkynylation over the past decade is impressive and noteworthy,
the available literature on other such Au-catalyzed functional
group transfer processes such as arylation56 and trifluoro-
methylation6b is still trailing behind. In particular, in arylations
under gold/photoredox catalysis, the potential of diaryliodonium
salts (2a) as alternative aryl-sources hasn’t been exploited much.
Nevertheless, as a consequence of the strong alliance between the
p-activation capability of Au-catalysts and the dual-functioning
capability of EBXs as alkyne coupling partners as well as oxidants
that can effortlessly overcome the high oxidation potential of the
Au(I)/Au(III) redox couple,64 the Au-catalyzed cross-coupling
reactions are currently undergoing a paradigm shift in terms
of generating new reactivities and selectivities under redox-
neutral conditions. Therefore, the authors strongly believe
that a paradigm shift awaits us where Au-catalysts, with their
different modes of activation as discussed in the current article,
are going to make remarkable contribution to promoting new
reactivities (e.g. Au-carbenes with cyclic l3-alkynyliodanes),
which would further underscore the liaison of Au-catalysts with
hypervalent iodine(III) reagents in electrophilic functional group
transfer reactions.
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